Abstract-It is a major open problem whether the (min,+)-product of two n by n matrices has a truly sub-cubic time algorithm, as it is equivalent to the famous All-Pairs-ShortestPaths problem (APSP) in n-vertex graphs. There are a few restrictions of the (min,+)-product to special types of matrices that admit truly sub-cubic algorithms, each giving rise to a special case of APSP that can be solved faster. In this paper we consider a new, different and powerful restriction in which one matrix can be arbitrary, as long as the other matrix has "bounded differences" in either its columns or rows, i.e. any two consecutive entries differ by only a small amount. We obtain the first truly sub-cubic algorithm for this Bounded Differences (min,+)-product (answering an open problem of Chan and Lewenstein).
I. INTRODUCTION
The (min, +)-product (also called min-plus or distance product) of two integer matrices A and B is the matrix C = A B such that C i,j = min k {A i,k + B k,j }. 1 Computing a (min, +)-product is a basic primitive used in solving many other problems. For instance, Fischer and Meyer [1] showed that the (min, +)-product of two n × n matrices has essentially the same time complexity as that of the All Pairs Shortest Paths problem (APSP) in n node graphs, one of the most basic problems in graph algorithms. APSP itself has a multitude of applications, from computing graph parameters such as the diameter, radius and girth, to
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computing replacement paths and distance sensitivity oracles (e.g. [2] , [3] , [4] ) and vertex centrality measures (e.g. [5] , [6] ). While the (min, +)-product of two n × n matrices has a trivial O(n 3 ) time algorithm, it is a major open problem whether there is a truly sub-cubic algorithm for this problem, i.e. an O(n 3−ε ) time algorithm for some constant ε > 0. Following a multitude of polylogarithmic improvements over n 3 (e.g. [7] , [8] , [9] ), a relatively recent breakthrough of Williams [10] gave an O(n 3 /c √ log n ) time algorithm for a constant c > 1. Despite this striking improvement, the known running times for computing the (min, +)-product are still not truly sub-cubic.
For restricted types of matrices, truly sub-cubic algorithms are known. The probably most relevant examples are: 1) when all matrix entries are integers bounded in absolute value by M , then the problem can be solved iñ O(Mn ω ) time [11] , where ω < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication exponent [12] , [13] ; 2) when each row of matrix A has at most D distinct values, then the (min, +)-product of A with an arbitrary matrix B can be computed in timẽ O(Dn (3+ω)/2 ) [14] . 2 Among other applications, these restricted (min, +)-products yield faster algorithms for special cases of APSP. E.g., the distance product of type (1) is used to compute APSP in both undirected [15] , [16] and directed [17] graphs with bounded edge weights, while the distance product of type (2) is used to compute APSP in graphs in which each vertex has a bounded number of distinct edge weights on its incident edges [14] .
A. Our Result
In this paper we significantly extend the family of matrices for which a (min, +)-product can be computed in truly subcubic time to include the following class.
Definition 1: A matrix X with integer entries is a Wbounded differences (W -BD) matrix if for every row i and every column j, the following holds |X i,j − X i,j+1 | ≤ W and |X i,j − X i+1,j | ≤ W When W = O(1), we will refer to X as a bounded differences (BD) matrix.
In this paper we present the first truly sub-cubic algorithm for (min, +)-product of BD matrices, answering a question of Chan and Lewenstein [18] .
Theorem 1: There is anÕ(n 2.8244 ) time randomized algorithm and anÕ(n 2.8603 ) time deterministic algorithm that computes the (min, +)-product of any two n × n BD matrices.
Indeed, our algorithm produces a truly sub-cubic running time for W -BD matrices for nonconstant values of W as well, as long as W = O(n 3−ω−ε ) for some constant ε > 0. In fact, we are able to prove an even more general result: suppose that matrix A only has bounded differences in its rows or its columns (and not necessarily both). Then, A can be (min, +)-multiplied by an arbitrary matrix B in truly sub-cubic time:
Theorem 2: Let B be arbitrary and assume either of the following:
). The main obstacle towards achieving a truly sub-cubic algorithm for the (min, +)-product in general is the presence of entries of large absolute value. In order to compare our result with (1) and (2) from that point of view, assume for a moment that ω = 2 (as conjectured by many). Then (1) can perform a (min, +)-product in truly sub-cubic time if both A and B have entries of absolute value at most M = O(n 1−ε ) for some constant ε > 0, while (2), without any other assumptions on A and B, achieves the same if at least one of A and B has entries of absolute value at most M = O(n 1/2−ε ). We can do the same when at least one of A and B has entries of absolute value at most M = O(n 1−ε ).
B. Our Approach
Our approach has three phases. Phase 1: additive approximationC of the product C = A B: For BD matrices it is quite easy to obtain an additive overestimateC of C: Let us subdivide A and B into square blocks of size Δ×Δ, for some small polynomial value Δ = n δ . Thus the overall product reduces to the multiplication of O((n/Δ) 3 ) pairs of blocks (A , B ). By the bounded differences property, it is sufficient to compute A i,k + B k,j for some triple of indices (i, k, j) in order to obtain an overestimate of all the entries in A B within an additive error of O(ΔW ). This way in truly sub-cubic time we can compute an additive O(ΔW ) overestimateC of C.
Remark: It would seem that Phase 1 requires that the matrices are BD, and one would not be able to use the same approach to attack the (min, +)-product of general matrices. We note that this is NOT the case: Phase 1 can be performed for arbitrary integer matrices A and B as well, provided one has an algorithm that given a very good approximationC can compute the correct product C; this is exactly what the remaining phases do. To show this, we use a scaling approachà la Seidel [15] . Assume that the entries of A and B are nonnegative integers bounded by 3 M , and obtain A and B by setting A i,j = A i,j /2 and B i,j = B i,j /2 . Recursively compute A B , where the depth of the recursion is log M and the base case is when the entries of A and B are bounded by a constant, in which case A B can be computed in O(n ω ) time. Then we can setC i,j = 2C i,j for all i, j. This gives an overestimate that errs by at most an additive 2 in each entry. Thus, if all remaining phases (which compute the correct product C from the approximationC) could be made to work for arbitrary matrices, then Phase 1 would also work.
Phase 2: CorrectingC up to a few bad triples: The heart of our approach comes at this point. We perform a (non-trivial) perturbation of A and B, and then set to ∞ the entries of absolute value larger than c · ΔW for an appropriate constant c. In a sense Phase 1 and 2 only leave O(n 3−d ) work to be done: if we knew the "bad" triples that are not covered by the perturbation steps, we could simply iterate over them in a brute-force way, fixingC to the correct product C. Since Phases 1 and 2 do not use the fact that A and B are BD, if we could find the bad triples efficiently we would obtain a truly sub-cubic algorithm for the (min, +)-matrix product! Phase 3: Finding and fixing the bad triples: To fix the bad triples, one could try to keep track of the triples covered in each perturbation iteration. For arbitrary matrices A and B this would not give a truly sub-cubic algorithm as the number of triples is already n 3 . For BD matrices, however, we do not need to keep track of all triples, but it suffices to consider the triples formed by the upper-most left-most entries of the blocks from Phase 1, since these entries are good additive approximations of all block entries. The number of these block representative triples is only O(n/Δ) 3 ) where Δ is the block size (from Phase 1). Thus, instead of spending at least n 3 time, we obtain an algorithm spending O(ρ · (n/Δ)
3 ) time, where ρ is the number of perturbation rounds (from Phase 2). After finding the bad block representative triples, we can iterate over their blocks in a brute-force manner to fixC and compute C. Since each triple in the blocks of a bad block representative triple must also be bad, the total number of triples considered by the brute-force procedure is O(n 3−d ) as this is the total number of bad triples.
We reiterate that this is the only phase of the algorithm that does not work for arbitrary matrices A and B.
C. Applications
The notion of BD matrices is quite natural and has several applications. Indeed, our original motivation for studying the (min, +)-product of such matrices came from a natural scored version of the classical Context-Free Grammar (CFG) parsing problem. It turns out that a fast algorithm for a bounded difference version of scored parsing implies the first truly sub-cubic algorithms for some well-studied problems such as Language Edit Distance, RNA-Folding and Optimum Stack Generation.
Recall that in the parsing problem we are given a CFG G and a string σ = σ 1 . . . σ n of n terminals. Our goal is to determine whether σ belongs to the language L generated by G. For ease of presentation and since this covers most applications, we will assume unless differently stated that the size of the grammar is |G| = O(1), and we will not explicitly mention the dependency of running times on the grammar size. 4 We will also assume that G is given in Chomsky Normal Form (CNF) 5 . In a breakthrough result Valiant [19] proved a reduction from parsing to Boolean matrix multiplication: the parsing problem can be solved in O(n ω ) time. One can naturally define a scored generalization of the parsing problem (see, e.g., [20] ). Here each production rule p in G has an associated integer score (or cost) s(p). The goal is to find a sequence of production rules of minimum total score that generates a given string σ. It is relatively easy to adapt Valiant's parser to this scored parsing problem, the main difference being that Boolean matrix multiplications are replaced by (min, +)-products. It follows that scored parsing can be solved up to logarithmic factors in the time needed to perform one (min, +)-product (see also [21] ). In particular, applying Williams' algorithm for the (min, +)-product [10] , one can solve scored parsing in O(n 3 /2 Θ( √ log n) ) time, which is the current best running time for this problem.
For a nonterminal X let s(X, σ) be the minimum total score needed to generate string σ from X (where the grammar G is assumed to be clear from the context). Let us define a bounded difference notion for CFGs. Intuitively, we require that adding or deleting a terminal at one endpoint of a string does not change the corresponding score by much.
Definition 2: A CFG G is a W -bounded differences (W -BD) grammar if, for any non-terminal X, terminal x, and string σ of terminals, the following holds:
, we will refer to G as a bounded differences (BD) grammar.
Via a simple but very careful analysis of the scored version of Valiant's parser, we are able to show that the scored parsing problem on BD grammars can be reduced to the (min, +)-product of BD matrices (the proof is deferred to the full version).
Theorem 3: Let O(n α ) be the time needed to perform one (min, +)-product of two n × n BD matrices. Then the scored parsing problem on BD grammars in CNF can be solved inÕ(n α ) time. Corollary 1: The scored parsing problem on BD grammars in CNF can be solved inÕ(n 2.8244 ) randomized time andÕ(n 2.8603 ) deterministic time. BD grammars appear naturally in relevant applications. Consider for example the well-studied Language Edit Distance problem (LED) [20] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [21] , [25] , [26] . Here we are given a CFG G and a string σ of terminals. We are allowed to edit σ by inserting, deleting and substituting terminals. Our goal is to find a sequence of such edit operations of minimum length so that the resulting string σ belongs to the language L generated by G. 6 As already observed by Aho and Peterson in 1972 [20] , LED can be reduced to scored parsing. Indeed, it is sufficient to assign score zero to the production rules of the input grammar, and then augment the grammar with production rules of score 0 and 1 that model edit operations. We show that, by performing the above steps carefully, the resulting scored grammar is BD, leading to a truly sub-cubic algorithm for LED via Corollary 1 (to appear in the full version). We remark that finding a truly sub-cubic algorithm for LED was wide open even for very restricted cases. For example, consider Dyck LED, where the underlying CFG represents wellbalanced strings of parentheses. Developing fast algorithms for Dyck LED and understanding the parsing problem for the parenthesis grammar has recently received considerable attention [27] , [24] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] . Even for such restricted grammars no truly sub-cubic exact algorithm was known prior to this work.
Another relevant application is related to RNA-folding, a central problem in bioinformatics defined by Nussinov and Jacobson in 1980 [32] . They proposed the following optimization problem, and a simple O(n 3 ) dynamic programming solution to obtain the optimal folding. Let Σ be a set of letters and let Σ = {c | c ∈ Σ} be the set of "matching" letters, such that for every letter c ∈ Σ the pair c, c matches. Given a sequence of n letters over Σ ∪ Σ , the RNA-folding problem asks for the maximum number of non-crossing pairs {i, j} such that the ith and jth letter in the sequence match. In particular, if letters in positions i and j are paired and if letters in positions k and l are paired, and i < k then either they are nested, i.e., i < k < l < j or they are non-intersecting, i.e., i < j < k < l. (In nature, there are 4 types of nucleotides in an RNA molecule, with matching pairs A, U and C, G, i.e., |Σ| = 2.) We can rephrase RNAfolding as follows. We are given the CFG with productions S → SS | ε and S → σSσ | S → σ Sσ for any σ ∈ Σ with matching σ ∈ Σ . The goal is to find the minimum number of insertions and deletions of symbols on a given string σ that will generate a string σ consistent with the above grammar. This is essentially a variant of LED where only insertions and deletions (and no substitutions) are allowed. Despite considerable efforts (e.g. [33] , [34] , [35] , [32] ), no truly sub-cubic algorithm for RNA-folding was known prior to our work. By essentially the same argument as for LED, it is easy to obtain a BD scored grammar modeling RNA-folding. Thus we immediately obtain a truly sub-cubic algorithm to solve this problem via Corollary 1.
As a final application, consider the Optimum Stack Generation problem (OSG) described by Tarjan in [36] . Here, we are given a finite alphabet Σ, a stack S, and a string σ ∈ Σ * . We would like to print σ by a minimum length sequence of three stack operations: push(), emit (i.e., print the top character in the stack), and pop. For example, the string BCCAB can be printed via the following sequence of operations:
push(B), emit(B), push(C), emit(C), emit(C), pop(C), push(A), emit(A), pop(A), emit(B), pop(B).
While there is a simple O(n 3 ) time algorithm for OSG, Tarjan suspected this could be improved. In the full version, we show that OSG can be reduced to scored parsing on BD grammars. This leads to the first truly sub-cubic algorithm for OSG.
Let us summarize the mentioned applications of our approach.
Theorem 4: LED, RNA-folding, and OSG can be solved inÕ(n 2.8244 ) randomized time andÕ(n 2.8603 ) deterministic time.
Moreover, our techniques also lead to a truly subquadratic algorithm for bounded monotone (min, +)-convolution. We envision other applications of our BD (min, +)-product algorithm to come in the future.
D. Related Work
Language Edit Distance: LED is among the most fundamental and best studied problems related to strings and grammars [20] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [21] , [25] , [26] . It generalizes two basic problems in computer science: parsing and string edit distance computation. In 1972, Aho and Peterson presented a dynamic programming algorithm for LED that runs in O(|G| 2 n 3 ) time [20] , which was improved to O(|G|n 3 ) by Myers in 1985 [22] . These algorithms are based on the popular CYK parsing algorithm [37] with the observation that LED can be reduced to a scored parsing problem [20] . This implies the previous best running time of O(n 3 /2 Θ( √ log n) ). In a recent paper [21] , Saha showed that LED can be solved in O( n ω poly( ) ) time if we allow to approximate the exact edit distance by a (1 + )-factor. Due to known conditional lower bound results for parsing [23] , [25] , LED cannot be approximated within any multiplicative factor in time o(n ω ) (unless cliques can be found faster). Interestingly, if we only allow insertions as edit operations, then [21] also showed that a truly sub-cubic exact algorithm is unlikely due to a reduction from APSP [3] . In contrast, here we show that with insertions and deletions (and possibly substitutions) as edit operations, LED is solvable in truly sub-cubic time. LED provides a very generic framework for modeling problems with many applications (e.g. [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] , [44] ). A fast exact algorithm for it is likely to have tangible impact.
RNA-Folding: Computational approaches to finding the secondary structure of RNA molecules are used extensively in bioinformatics applications. Since the seminal work of Nussinov and Jacobson [32] , a multitude of sophisticated RNA-folding algorithms with complex objectives and softwares have been developed 7 , but the basic dynamic programming algorithm of Nussinov and Jacobson remains at the heart of all of these. Despite much effort, only mild improvements in running time have been achieved so far [33] , [34] , [35] , and obtaining a truly sub-cubic algorithm for RNA-folding has remained open till this work.
Abboud et al. [25] showed that obtaining an algorithm for RNA-folding that runs in O(n ω−ε ) time for any ε > 0 would result in a breakthrough for the Clique problem. Moreover, their results imply that any truly sub-cubic algorithm for RNA-folding must use fast matrix multiplication, unless there are fast algorithms for Clique that do not use fast matrix multiplication. Their results hold for an alphabet Σ of size 13, which was recently improved to |Σ| = 2 [45] .
Dyck LED: A problem closely related to RNA-folding is Dyck language edit distance, which is LED for the grammar of well-balanced parentheses. For example, [()] belongs to the Dyck language, but [) or ][ do not. The RNA grammar is often referred to as "two-sided Dyck", where ][ is also a valid match. Dyck edit distance with insertion and deletion generalizes the widely-studied string edit distance problem [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] . When approximation is allowed, a near-linear time O(poly log n)-approximation algorithm was developed by Saha [24] . Moreover, a (1 + )-approximation in O(n ω ) time was shown in [21] for any constant > 0. Abboud et al. [25] related the Dyck LED problem to Clique with the same implications as for RNA-folding. Thus, up to a breakthrough in Clique algorithms, truly sub-cubic Dyck LED requires fast matrix multiplication. Prior to our work, no sub-cubic exact algorithm was known for Dyck LED.
E. Preliminaries and Notation
In this paper, by "randomized time t(n)" we mean a zero-error randomized algorithm running in time t(n) in expectation, and also with high probability.
As is typical, we denote by ω < 2.3729 [12] , [13] the exponent of square matrix multiplication, i.e. ω is the infimum over all reals such that n × n matrix multiplication over the complex numbers can be computed in n ω+o (1) time. For ease of notation and as is typical in the literature, we shall omit the o(1) term and write O(n ω ) instead. We denote the running time to multiply an a × b matrix with a b × c matrix by M (a, b, c) [52] . As in (1) M (a, b, c) ). In particular, for a = b = c = n this running time isÕ(Mn ω ).
7 see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of RNA structure prediction software Organization: In the remainder of this extended abstract we give a full proof of our main technical result, a truly sub-cubic algorithm for the (min, +)-product of BD matrices. In the full version, we show how bounded difference scored parsing can be solved asymptotically in the same time as computing a single BD (min, +)-product, and we present reductions from LED, RNA-folding, and OSG to scored parsing on BD grammars. Also in the full version we show how to further reduce the running time of our BD (min, +)-product algorithm, and how to derandomize and generalize it, thus proving Theorems 1 and 2.
II. FAST BOUNDED-DIFFERENCES (min, +) PRODUCT
In this section we present our fast (min, +) product algorithm for BD matrices. For ease of presentation, we will focus here only on the case that both input matrices A and B are BD. Furthermore, we will present a simplified randomized algorithm which is still truly sub-cubic. Refinements of the running time, derandomization, and generalizations are discussed in the full version of this paper. Let A and B be n × n matrices with W -bounded differences. We write C = A B for the desired output and denote byĈ the result computed by our algorithm. Our algorithm consists of the following three main phases (see also Algorithm 1).
A. Phase 1: Computing an approximation
Let Δ be a positive integer that we later fix as a small polynomial 8 in n. We partition 
Proof: Consider the first statement. Observe that we can move from A i,k to A i ,k in i − i ≤ Δ steps each time changing the absolute value by at most W , hence |A i,k − A i ,k | ≤ ΔW . Similarly, we can move from A i ,k to A i ,k . The overall absolute change is therefore at most 2ΔW . The proof of the second claim is analogous.
For the third statement, let k be such that
In the second inequality we used the fact that A i ,k ≤ A i,k + ΔW and B k,j ≤ B k,j + ΔW from the same argument as above. Symmetrically, we obtain C i ,j ≤ C i,j + 2ΔW .
For the last statement, note thatC i,j =C i ,j by construction. Let k be divisible by Δ and such thatC i ,j
, where again the second inequality exploits the above observation. For the other direction, let k be such that
where in the second inequality we exploited (1) and (2).
B. Phase 2: Randomized reduction to (min,+)-product with small entries
The second step of our algorithm is the most involved one. The goal of this step is to change A and B in a randomized way to obtain matrices where each entry is ∞ or has small absolute value, thus reducing the problem to Lemma 1. This step will cover most triples i, k, j, but not all: the third step of the algorithm will cover the remaining triples by exhaustive search. We remark that Phase 2 works with arbitrary matrices A and B (assuming we know an approximate answerC as computed in Phase 1).
The following observation is the heart of our argument. For any vector F = (F 1 , . . . , F n ), adding F k to every entry A i,k (∀i) and subtracting F k from every entry B k,j (∀j) does not change the product A B. Similarly, for n-dimension vectors X and Y , adding X i to every entry A i,k and adding Y j to every entry B k,j changes the entry (A B) i,j by +X i + Y j , which we can cancel after computing the product.
Specifically, we may fix indices i r , j r and consider the matrices A r with A
We will set an entry of A r or B r to ∞ if its absolute value is more than 48ΔW . This allows to compute C r = A r B r efficiently using Lemma 1. However, it does not correctly compute C = A B. Instead, we obtain valuesĈ
in this case the contribution of i, k, j to C i,j is incorporated inĈ r ij (and we say that i, k, j is "covered" by A r , B r , see Definition 3). We repeat this procedure with independently and uniformly random i r , j r ∈ [n] for r = 1, . . . , ρ many rounds, where 1 ≤ ρ ≤ n is a small polynomial in n to be fixed later. ThenĈ is set to the entry-wise minimum over allĈ r . This finishes the description of Phase 2, see lines 4-14 of Algorithm 1.
In the analysis of this step of the algorithm, we want to show that w.h.p. most of the "relevant" triples i, k, j get covered: in particular, all triples with A i,k + B k,j = C i,j are relevant, as these triples define the output. However, since this definition would depend on the output C i,j , we can only (approximately) check a weak version of relevance, see Definition 3. Similarly, we need a weak version of being covered.
Definition 3: We call a triple (i, k, j)
A triple is strongly (resp., weakly) uncovered if it is strongly (resp., weakly) ρ-uncovered.
The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for not being weakly r-uncovered.
is not weakly r-uncovered.
Proof: From the assumption andC being an additive 4ΔW -approximation of C, we obtain
Similarly, we also have
Recall that in the algorithm we set A 
, where both terms in brackets have absolute value bounded by 20ΔW , and thus |B r k,j | ≤ 40ΔW . It follows that the triple i, k, j gets weakly covered in round r.
We will crucially exploit the following extremal graphtheoretic result. This relatively simple result might be known, but we were not able to find an explicit reference and so we prove it for the sake of completeness. and Jensen's inequality, we have
Since m ≥ 2n 3/2 by assumption, we derive m 2 2n ≥ 2n 2 and thus we obtain N ≥ n 2 > 2 n 2 as well as N ≥ m 2 /(4n). By the same convexity argument as above, we also have
where in the last inequality above we used the fact that N ≥ 2 n 2 . Altogether, this yields
We are now ready to lower bound the progress made by the algorithm at each round.
Lemma 5: W.h.p for any ρ ≥ 1 the number of weakly relevant, weakly uncovered triples isÕ(n 2.5 + n 3 /ρ 1/3 ). Proof: Fix k ∈ [n]. We construct a bipartite graph G k on n + n vertices (we denote vertices in the left vertex set by i or i r and vertices in the right vertex set by j or j r ). We add edge {i, j} to G k if the triple (i, k, j) is weakly relevant.
In each of the ρ rounds of our algorithm we select i r and j r uniformly at random. Round r covers some triples (i, k, j). For any such weakly r-covered triple (i, k, j), if (i, j) is in G k , we remove it from G k . Thus, after round r, G k contains (i, j) if and only if (i, k, j) is weakly relevant and weakly r-uncovered.
Let z = c(n 2 /ρ) ln n for any constant c > 3. Consider an edge (i, j) in G k that is contained in at least z 4-cycles in G k before any of the rounds of Phase 2 are performed. Now consider each round r in turn and let i → → p → j → i be a 4-cycle containing (i, j) whose edges are still in G k . If i r = p and j r = are selected, then since by the definition of G k (i, k, ), (p, k, ) and (p, k, j) are weakly uncovered, by Lemma 3, (i, k, j) will be r-covered and thus (i, j) will be removed from G k .
Thus, if in any round r the indices i r , j r are selected to be among the at least z choices of vertices that complete (i, j) to a 4-cycle in G k , then (i, j) is in G k at the end of all ρ rounds. For a particular edge (i, j) with at least z 4-cycles in a particular G k , the probability that i r , j r are never picked to form a 4-cycle with (i, j) is
. By a union bound, over all i, j, k we obtain an error probability of at most 1/n c−3 , which is 1/poly(n) as we picked c > 3. Hence, at the end of all ρ rounds, with high probability every edge in every G k is contained in less than z 4-cycles.
Let m k denote the number of edges of G k . Now we will bound k m k , as this is exactly the number of weakly relevant, weakly uncovered triples. First, note that
2.5 , and so it suffices to compute the sum for those k for which m k ≥ 2n 3/2 . Fix one such G k . Since every edge in G k is contained in less than z 4-cycles w.h.p., the number of 4-cycles C k of G k is less than m k z. On the other hand, by Lemma 4,
). The total number of weakly uncovered, weakly relevant triples at the end of the ρ iterations is thus w.h.p.Õ(n 2.5 + n 3 /ρ 1/3 ).
C. Phase 3: Exhaustive search over all relevant uncovered triples of indices
In the third and last phase we make sure to fix all strongly relevant, strongly uncovered triples by exhaustive search, as these are the triples defining the output matrix whose contribution is not yet incorporated inĈ. We are allowed to scan all weakly relevant, weakly uncovered triples, as we know that their number is small by Lemma 5. This is the only phase that requires that A and B are BD.
We use the following definitions of being approximately relevant or uncovered, since they are identical for all triples (i, k, j) in a block i , k , j and thus can be checked efficiently.
Definition 4: We call a triple
The notions of being strongly, weakly, and approximately relevant/uncovered are related as follows.
Lemma 6: Any strongly relevant triple is also approximately relevant. Any approximately relevant triple is also weakly relevant. Then same statements hold with "relevant" replaced by "r-uncovered".
Proof:
Using Lemma 2, we can bound the absolute difference between
For the notion of being r -uncovered, for any r we bound the absolute differences |A Note that i , k , j is approximately relevant (resp., approximately uncovered) if and only if all (i, k, j) ∈ I(i )×I(k )× I(j ) are approximately relevant (resp., approximately uncovered). Hence, we indeed enumerate all approximately relevant, approximately uncovered triples, and by Lemma 6 this is a superset of all strongly relevant, strongly uncovered triples. Thus, every strongly relevant triple (i, k, j) contributes toĈ i,j in Phase 2 or Phase 3. This proves correctness of the output matrixĈ.
D. Running Time
The running time of Phase 1 is O((n/Δ) 3 + n 2 ) using brute-force. The running time of Phase 2 isÕ(ρΔW n ω ), since there are ρ invocations of Lemma 1 on matrices whose finite entries have absolute value O(ΔW ). It remains to consider Phase 3. Enumerating all blocks i , k , j and checking whether they are approximately relevant and approximately uncovered takes time O((n/Δ) 3 ρ). The approximately relevant and approximately uncovered triples form a subset of the weakly relevant and weakly uncovered triples by Lemma 6. The number of the latter triples is upper bounded byÕ(n 2.5 + n 3 /ρ 1/3 ) w.h.p. by Lemma 5. Thus, w.h.p. Phase 3 takes total timeÕ((n/Δ) 3 ρ + n 3 /ρ 1/3 + n 2.5 ). In total, the running time of Algorithm 1 is w.h.p.
O((n/Δ)
3 + n 2 + ρΔW n ω + (n/Δ) 3 ρ + n 3 /ρ 1/3 + n 2.5 ).
A quick check shows that for appropriately chosen ρ and Δ (say ρ := Δ := n 0.1 ) and for sufficiently small W this running time is truly sub-cubic. We optimize by setting ρ := (n 3−ω /W ) 
